In the present paper, using powerful tools of harmonic maps and integrable systems, all the Gribov copies in the Coulomb gauge in 3D Chern-Simons theory are constructed. This result strongly suggets that the so-called uniton number (known in the theory of harmonic maps) could be related to the well known shift of the Chern-Simons coupling constant. The Gribov copies of the vacuum in 3D QCD in the Coulomb gauge are briefly analyzed.
Introduction
The Gribov ambiguity [1] is one of the most deep non perturbative phenomena in gauge theories: it is a global obstruction in achieving a global gauge fixing in linear derivative gauges (like Lorentz, Coulomb, Landau and so on) related to the non trivial topology of the space of non-Abelian gauge connections. Furthermore, as Gribov himself pointed out, it seems that such an ambiguity is closely related to the confinement in QCD once the path integral is restricted to a ambiguity-free region (see, [2] and references therein; for two detailed reviews see [3] [4] ). Recently, it appeared an interesting paper [5] in which an alternative argument has been presented which suggests a close relation between Gribov ambiguity and confinement 1 . Such an argument is intriguing in that it seems not to depend heavily on the explicit form of the action so that it could be applied to other contexts.
This would provide some recent results in gravity (see, for instance, [6] [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] and references therein) with an interesting physical interpretation. In such works, following an idea first pointed out by S. Weinberg in [11] (see, for a related work on the same line, [12] ), the authors found strong evidence of an UV fixed point for gravity which could overcome the perturbative non-renormalizability of gravity [13] . Such an UV fixed point could correspond to a confinement phase transition in which only scalar fields survive in the physical spectrum improving the UV behavior of gravity as first pointed out in [14] [15] (see also [16] [17]).
However, many point about the relations between Gribov ambiguity and confinement have to be clarified. In particular, the Gribov ambiguity is also present in field theories with a vanishing beta function such as Chern-Simons theory in three dimensions and N=4 SUSY Yang-Mills in four dimensions. It is therefore interesting to analyze the issue of Gribov copies in Chern-Simons case (which is simpler than the case of N=4 SUSY Yang-Mills but highly non trivial) to see how such an ambiguity manifests itself in this simpler case. Furthermore, there is no common agreement in the literature about whether or not one has to restrict the path integral to an ambiguity free region. In particular, in [18] it has been constructed a solvable model (whose BRS analysis has been provided in [19] ) in which one has to sum over all the copies instead of restricting to an ambiguity free region.
The analysis of Gribov ambiguity in 3D Chern-Simons theory can help to shed light on the above interesting questions in a context which is far simpler than 4D QCD.
The paper is organized as follows: in the second section the Gribov ambiguity in the Chern-Simons case is shortly analyzed. In the third section, the Gribov equation and its solutions are presented. In the fourth section the relations of Gribov copies and Chern-Simons shift are pointed out. Finally, conclusions and perspectives are presented.
The Gribov ambiguity in Chern-Simons
The Gribov problem was discovered studying the Faddeev-Popov procedure for quantizing Yang-Mills theory using path integral methods [1] . To carry on the Faddev-Popov procedure it is necessary to choose a gauge fixing. Usually, for practical computations, the more convenient gauge fixings are the Coulomb, the Landau, the Lorentz and so on. However, such gauge fixings do not fix the gauge in the non Abelian case: there are gauge equivalent connections fulfilling the same (Coulomb, the Landau, the Lorentz and so on) gauge conditions. The Gribov ambiguity is not a special feature of path integral quantization: it also appears in the canonical formalism when applying the Dirac procedure (see, for instance, [20] ). In gauge systems with first class constraints one needs to introduce suitable gauge fixing functions in such a way that these gauge fixing functions together with the first class constraints form a second class system of constraints to be analyzed with the Dirac method. In the presence of Gribov ambiguities such a procedure only works locally.
Let us see in detail the 3D Chern-Simons case: the action is
where the connection A takes values in the algebra of SU(N), the bare coupling constant k bare is an integer, the trace is in the fundamental representation, M is a smooth three dimensional manifold. S gf represents the gauge fixing and the ghosts terms 2 which break the diffeomorphisms invariance of the first term due to the introduction of a background metric (which will be assumed to be flat and of Lorentzian signature). Here the Coulomb gauge (which allows to use powerful results in the theory of harmonic maps and integrable systems) will be considered
in which the splitting between time (0 ∼ t) and space (i ∼ x, y) indices will be introduced in a moment. The Singer theorem [21] tells that if Gribov ambiguities are present in the Coulomb gauge they are present in all the derivative gauges. Let us consider the case in which M = Σ × R where R will be interpreted as the time direction so that one can decompose (using the notation of [22] ) d and A as follows
S 0 now reads
A is locally flat. In the path integral formalism this implies the presence of a delta of − → F : δ − → F . One can formally solve such a constraint as follows
(where U is a single-valued map from Σ × R to SU(N), we will be more precise on the choice of the space Σ in a moment) so that the Coulomb gauge condition (2) becomes
Gribov equation
Can one find different solutions of Eq. (3) giving rise to gauge equivalent gauge potentials? To answer to this question in a clear way it is useful to consider the case in which the space Σ is a two sphere Σ = S 2 since in this case the moduli space of flat connections is trivial. If Eq. (3) only has the trivial solution U = U 0 a constant matrix in the group then there are no Gribov copies. On the other hand, non-trivial Gribov copies correspond to different solutions of Eq. (3) giving rise to gauge equivalent potentials fulfilling the following boundary conditions:
Some beautiful results in the theory of harmonic maps (see [23] ) and integrable systems (see for instance [24] , [25] ) provide one with the complete classification of the solutions of Eq. (3) fulfilling the boundary conditions (4) for a generic SU(N). Thus, remarkably enough, one can construct all the Gribov copies in the Coulomb gauge in 3D Chern-Simons theory (in the case in which Σ is a two sphere). In [23] it has been shown that all the solutions of Eq. (3) fulfilling the condition in Eq. (4) are of the form
where the positive integer u is the so-called unitons number, U 0 is a constant matrix in the group and R i are projectors which satisfy some first order differential equations. The integer u is smaller than N 3 : starting, for instance, with the trivial solution U 0 one can "dress it" (see [24] , [25] and references therein) with the factors 1 − 2R i getting new solutions but this can only be done a finite number of times 4 denoted by u. Another remarkable feature of the Gribov copies in the Coulomb gauge in 3D Chern-Simons case is that they are labelled by the discrete index. This is quite different from the QCD case in four dimensions in which the Gribov equation admits continuous families of solutions: the Coulomb gauge condition in 3D Chern-Simons gauge theory together with the physical boundary condition (4) reduce to the integrable equation of the harmonic maps. QCD in three dimensions also has continuous families of Gribov copies due to the fact that, unlike the Chern-Simons case, the space of classical solutions is not made of pure gauge fields. However, the copies of the vacuum in 3D QCD on S 2 × R in the Coulomb gauge have exactly the same structure as the Gribov copies in 3D Chern-Simons on S 2 ×R since the Gribov equation for the copies of the vacuum together with the physical boundary conditions reduce to Eqs. (3) and (4). Thus, harmonic map theory allows to construct all the Gribov copies of the vacuum in 3D QCD on S 2 × R in the Coulomb gauge which are also labelled by the unitons number. This is a peculiar property of Yang-Mills theory in 3 dimensions: Gribov copies of the vacuum can be avoided in 4D QCD by asking suitable boundary conditions (see for instance [3] ). The complex structures present in a two dimensional space (S 2 in the present case) allow the construction of genuine Gribov copies of the vacuum in the Coulomb gauge in 3D QCD on S 2 × R. Thus, in the SU(2) case the more general solutions are 1-uniton solutions. In the SU(2) case the most general Gribov copy is
and R is a holomorphic projector.
Chern-Simons shift
In Chern-Simons theory there is a well known debate in the literature: the seminal paper of Witten [26] shed light on the close relations between knot theory, conformal field theory and Chern-Simons theory. It allowed the computations of the Jones polynomials in knot theory using Chern-Simons perturbations theory and some inputs from conformal field theory. ChernSimons theory is renormalizable by power counting; the beta function and the anomalous dimensions of the elementary fields are vanishing to all orders in perturbation theory (see [27] ). The only free parameter of the model is the renormalized coupling constant k ren which is fixed by the normalization conditions. Therefore, on the Chern-Simons side, such polynomials turn out to depend on a parameter q which is related to the renormalized Chern-Simons coupling constant k ren :
and this conclusion should not depend on the regularization scheme. The debate in the literature is about the relation between k ren and the bare coupling constant k bare appearing in the action (1) . It has been shown in [22] that the essential point behind the shift
is that in the evaluation of expectation values one must integrate out the gauge degrees of freedom and in so doing non-trivial Jacobians appear. The source of the shift is the anomaly in these Jacobians 5 . While the essential point stressed, for instance, in [29] 6 is that in order to agree with the so called exact skein relations (see for instance [30] ) known in knot theory the parameter q has to depend on k as in Eq. (6) so that the shift in Eq. (7) should refer to the bare unphysical coupling constant:
At a first glance, there is some conflict between these two points of view but one can argue that this could be related to the presence of Gribov copies. A first consideration in this direction is that in the Abelian 3D Chern-Simons theory (which has no Gribov ambiguity) there is no such a shift. A second and most important consideration is that, as stressed in [22] , the source of the shift is the path integral over the gauge degrees of freedom giving rise to anomalous non-trivial jacobians. These non-trivial Jacobians (absent in the Abelian case) are related to the non-trivial topology of the classical phase space responsible for the Gribov ambiguity [21] . More precisely, these anomalous non-trivial Jacobians are related to the fact that (A/G)×G is not diffeomorphic 7 to A (where A is the Chern-Simons configuration space and G is the non-Abelian gauge group). Therefore, in the 3D Chern-Simons case it appears natural to impute the shift to the presence of Gribov copies and to interpret it as a "renormalization" of the coupling constant. The k + N in the shift is in the numerator of exponent of the path integral so that it is possible to provide one with a qualitative interpretation of it in terms of the copies. The path integral reads Z(k bare ) = DADλDcDc exp (k bare S 0 + S gf ) , 5 Indeed, there are regularization schemes which give rise to similar results in covariant gauges (see, for instance, [28] ). However such kind of results depend on the regularization scheme and with different regularization schemes one can also obtain shift different from Eq. (7). In any case, it is fair to say that the regularization schemes which appear to be "more natural" always give rise to integer shifts. 6 The point of view followed in [29] can be provided with mathematically sound basis: see [30] and references therein. Similar results have been obtained in [31] .
7 Note that the decomposition (A/G) × G should be a global reazlization of the local Faddev-Popov procedure to fix the gauge in order to take care of the path integral over the gauge degrees of freedom. In the presence of Gribov ambiguity this local procedure fails to extend globally. the parts affected by the Gribov copies are the gauge fixing and ghosts parts. One can split the measure DA as follows
in which no Jacobian appears [22] . The factor exp (S 0 ) in the path integral (which is invariant under gauge transformations connected to the identity) is constant with respect to U and does not depend on the ghosts and gauge fixing so that (at a formal level) one can write
Now, one can figure out how the presence of copies manifests itself: due to the "multi-uniton" solutions (see Eq. (5)) of Eq. (3) one can imagine the following splitting inside the path integral
where the δ of the gauge fixing condition appears after the integral over λ. The above product is over the solutions of Eq. (3) (n = 0 corresponding to the trivial solution U = U 0 a constant matrix in the group) fulfilling the boundary conditions in Eq. (4). The above splitting gives rise to u+1 factors
strongly suggesting the shift of the coupling constant
since, as it has been argued in [26] , the contribution to the partition function of the gauge fixing-ghosts term is proportional to the contribution coming from exp (S 0 ) (but without the factor k bare ). Often, formal path integral manipulations can be made rigorous in the 3D Chern-Simons case (see, for instance, [30] ) so it is likely that the main obstacles to provide the above arguments with a rigorous basis come from the lacking of a complete understanding of harmonic maps. Firstly, to the best of the author's knowledge, there is no general theorem stating that the unitons number u is equal to N − 1. Furthermore, there are no complete results in the theory of harmonic map in the cases in which the spatial topology is more complicated. It is also not perfectly known the relation between the unitons number and the Casimirs of generic non-Abelian gauge groups. Even if the above computations are not rigorous, they provide one with a sound evidence that the well known Chern-Simons shift is related to the presence of Gribov copies. A mathematical refinement of the above argument could clarify the nonperturbative origin of the shift in a regularization independent way.
Conclusions and perspectives
In the present paper, using powerful tools of harmonic maps and integrable systems, all the Gribov copies in the Coulomb gauge in 3D Chern-Simons theory have been constructed. This is the first example of a simple yet nontrivial gauge theory in which all the Gribov copies in the Coulomb gauge can be determined. The same construction also works in the case of (all) the Gribov copies of the vacuum in 3D QCD in the Coulomb gauge. This is an interesting result since one can argue that the so-called uniton number (known in the theory of harmonic maps) could be related to the famous shift of the Chern-Simons coupling constant. It would be very interesting to try to compute the Chern-Simons path integral implementing the restriction to a copies-free region: this analysis could shed new light (in a case which is much simpler than 4D QCD) on the difficult question about whether or not one has to restrict the path integral over an ambiguity free region.
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